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BOOK REVIEW
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P•b- Co11eordu,
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l.o•is 18, lrlissoNri.

s,.

GENl!SIS I-XI: INTRODUCI'ION AND COMMBNTARY. By Alan
Richardson. London: SCM Press, 1953. 134 pages. Cloth. $1.75.

In his introduction to Genesis, the author of this Torch Bible Commentuy accepts and restates the results of the historico-critical school.
One can no longer "suppose that Moses wrote the Pentateuch." The two
10Urca of Genesis 1-11 are J and P. J is a prophet and as such is
a mouthpiece "of an inward awareness shared by many in preceding
generations." P is a "revised and rewritten account of Israel's origin and
history," written after the Captivity. Both J and P st:ite their inward
awareness and write their history in the form of parables, which is
• "st0ry that may or may not be literally true" but which "conveys
a meaning beyond itself." It is the task of the commentator to catch the
"one point" or "one total implication" of the parable and ro communicate
it to his contcmpor:arics.
In his commentary the author attempts to communicate the "one point"
of the parables of Genesis 1-11. For example, the account of creation,
1:1-2:25, conveys the one idea that God created all things out of
noching. 'To know that God made mo (and therefore all the world) is
lO undentand the parables of creation aright." The account of the Fall,
3:1-24, lays '"bare the nature of man's predicament as a being capable of
response to the divine address, yet incapable of fulfilling in his own
strength the divine command and intention." It reaches us th:it "m:in
stmdJ a rebel against his Creator, refusing to give God the glory; yet God
will not let man go, or allow him to suffer the full and dire consequences
of his rebellion. Though He punishes, God is ever preserving man's life
from desrruaion and preparing the way of salv:ition." The p:irable of
Cain and Abel, 4: 1-16, "shows how fratricidal strife is the consequence
of man's rebellion against God." The parable of the 'True Line of Adam,"
4:25, 26, shows that the church "is 'set' or 'appointed' in the midst of
the world that is not-Church," that it is in the world but not of it. It
teaches us that the true church goes back to Adam, and the story of
the whole Bible is the story of the church. The parable of the Fallen
Angels, 6: 1-4, is another account of the Fall, which brings out the faa
of the inexuicable intermingling of the "demonic" in all th:it is good and
describes che sinister reality of cosmic evil. It teaches us that the Fall is
227
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cosmic in its scope 11nd
that
the evil of hum:an nature annot be "remedied
by better eduation, bcncr sociologic::tl 11nd poliric::tl 1m:angcments or better
psychologic::tl techniques." The p:ariable of the Flood, 6:,-9:17, prcscoa
the "awfulness of God's judgment" 11nd the "wonderful quality of His
mercy." The coven:ant with No:ah is a type of "the covenant of peace•
which God m:akcs with those who trust in Him. The destruction of man•
kind is 11n illustration of the sudden a.nd terrible destruction that must
overr:ake the world. It tc:ac:hes us to seek God in the church, which is
the "Ark of salvation," and to rely solely on Him for justification and

sa.lvation.
The p:ariable of the Origin of the N:ations, 10: 1-32, expresses therel:ated
idea
that Isr:ael w:as
to all the nations of the canh and had beea
chosen as God's people for the s:alvation of men of all nations. It ttXhcs
us that we are rel:ared to all men and h:ave become God"s Israel to pioclaim the fact th:ar Jahweh is the Hope of the Gentiles. The p:uable of
the Tower of Babel, 11: 1-9, expresses the idea dur the "good and the
bad are so mixed in hum:an nature that man's noblest achievements and
aspirations become the source of his de6:ance of God and oppression of
his neighbor." Ir reaches us th:at "pride-which is always pride in something th:at is good, some capacity, some achievement - is rhe basic sin."
In general, the author has succeeded admirably in wh:at he set out ro
do - to arch the implication rh:at these p:ir:ablcs had for their writer and
to com.muniare his message to us. We note that these implications and
mCSSllges a.re often identical with the mewge that conserwtive scholarship
has derived from these same accounts.
The book is of no help, nor docs it claim to be, in the texrual or grammatial aspects of interpreting Genesis 1-11. The author's commcna.
phrase by phrase, on the text :arc often helpful in determining the meanin&
of difficult phrases. The insights into the me:aning of words, which he
gained by his editing of A Th.aloiiul War" Boal: of lh• Bible, is oftta
reflected in these comments. The book is a very rcad:ablc expression of
what liberal scholars arc: tc:ac:hing.
HOLLAND JONES

THB APOSTOUC PRBACHING OP THB CROSS. By Leon Morris.
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Ecrdmans Publishing Co., 1955. 280 pap
Cloth. $3.50.
This work studies the concepts "redeem," "covenant," "propitiate,•
"reconcile," and "justify." The study is to be a preliminary approach to
dear the ground and to explain the metaphors used in New Testament
days. Dr. Morris studies the themes against. the background of classial
Greek, Old Testament passages, and the Koine. The study is analytic and
penetrating.
In the redemption category arc threc aspects: (a) The smte of sin our
of which man is redeemed; (b) The price which is p:iid, an aspea
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which "has been too much neglected by many exegetes who have tended
see in the redemption words no more tha~ another way of saying
'deliverance'" (p. 58); (c) The resultant state of the believer, "the
liberty of the sons of God, a liberty which may paradoxically be called
slavery to God" (p. 59).
The concept "covenant," together with the significance of blood in
covenants, is next given thorough analysis. The author shows the difference between the Old Testament n•-,~ and the classical lha-lh;xri and
finds both elemenu in the New Testament, where auii>~Xll describes
"almost unilateral a.crion," namely, that "in Christ God has acted decisively for man's salvation, thus bringing about an entirely new situation"
(p.92). Thus "the new covenant is regarded as essentially an arrangement having regard to the forgiveness of sin" (p. 97).
"Propitiation" signifies the propitiation of the wrath of God. He rejms the view that rhe Greek words signify "expiation." The wrath propitiated "is not some irrational passion bursting forth uncontrollably, but
a burning zeal for the right coupled with a perfect hatred for everything
that is evil" (p. 181). Wrath is the reverse side of love.
'"Reconciliation" describes God as reconciled to man. "\Vhen we say
that God can be thought of as reconciled to man, that does not mean that,
with various imperfections, He alters completely His attitude to man.
Rather it is our groping way of expressing our conviction that He reacts
in the strongest possible way against sin in every shape and form and
that man comes under His condemnation accordingly; but that when
reconciliation is effected, when peace is made between man and God, then
that condemnation is removed, and God looks on man no longer as the
object of His holy and righteous wrath, bur as the object of His love
and His blessing" ( p. 221 ) •
In his discussion of justification the author begins with the thought
diat God is a God of law. "The law in question is the law of God's
holy nature, and that nature is merciful as well as just" ( p. 256). ''The
fact that God had nor always punished sin with full severity in the past,
but had 'passed over' such sin, gave rise to the danger that He might
not appear to men to be completely righteous. Bur now, in the cross, He
bas forever removed that danger, and He has shown Himself completely
righteous" (p. 254). Since God is a God of law, He is lh• Judge. The
righteous man is the man judged righteous by God. Thus the author holds
the forensic sense of justification and iu objective nature.
The study is profound, though in some areas preliminary. The concepu
of imputation and substitution need a more penetrating analysis, although
even here a positive clirection is indicated by such expressions as "God
condones nothing," "[One] very closely identified with the wrongdoers,"
and "inclusive substitution."
ERWIN LUEKER.
lO
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CHURCH UFB IN BNGUND IN THB THIRTBBNTH CBNTURY.
By John R. H. Moorman. Cambridge: University Press. 1955.
nviii and 444 pages. Ooth. SS.SO.

THB BNGUSH CHURCH IN THB POURTBBNTH CBNTURY. BJ
W. A. Pantia. Cambridge: University Press, 19SS. xii and 292 pages.
Ooth. SS.00.
volumes

on the English Church in the 13th and 14th cenmria
These two
are not two volumes in a series; they were not written to supplement each
other. Their organization and purposes are different. They tend, however,
to complement each other. Indeed, Pantin asks: "How docs the fourteenth
century grow out of the thirteenth?" His book bas greater value because
of Moorman's. although not dependent upon it.
The 13th century saw reform measures tuken by the Church in England;
centralization, too, is a prominent feature of this century. Both continue
into the 14th century. Grosscteste and Pcch:un were important bishops of
the 13th century; Richard Fiamlph, archbishop of Armagh, and Thomas
Brunt0n, bishop of Rochester, belong to the 14th. The rise of the universities and the coming of the friars in the 13th century had profound
effects in the next century.
Moorman bas much to say about the organization of the church. Tbc
first part of his book deals with the secular clergy, their parishes and
rches,
their education and their parsonages, their incomes and their
manner of living, and such like questions. The second part of his book
tells about the regular clergy, their monllSteries and their daily life, the
dministration
of the religious houses, the standard of living of the monks,
and ttlatcd items. There are many details included in the twenty-seven
chapters of his volume, yet the picture that emerges is a well-rounded one.
covering the life and activities as well 115 the strengths and the weaknesses
of the clergy, the scot-ales, the /o~ari11e, and the growth of pre:aching.
Moorman ttmarks: ''The faa that a man bas got to proclaim some message
to his people week by week encourages him in his reading, his prayers.
his self-discipline, his visiting (to find out what people are thinking),
and his ICnse of responsibilities" (p. 240). That better education, closer
supervi1ion, and higher standards were needed cannot be denied. These
were S0,000 men in clerical orders in England - with a population of
less than 3,000,000 - in the 13th century; there were about five men
about 17,000 monks, canons, or frian
aerviag each p:arish. There
among these S0,000 (Moorman bas very little to say about the 7,000
nuns). But when one man out of SO is occupied in church worktoday it is one out of 1,000 - the tremendous importance of their acti•·
ities are evident.
analyze the
church in the ume way. In his first part
Pantin does not
he 1peab of the relation between church and scare, a topic with which
Moorman. too, deals. more indirectly, however, than directly. Siace che
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of provison and tm1em11nir• 11.re 10 prominent in the 14th century,
that topic is important for its own sake.
Part
II of Pantin's book deals
with the intellectual life and conuoversy of the 14th century.
describes
He
the 14th as the century of conuoversy, of which the Wyclif dispute is
but the culmination. Apost0lic poverty, church endowments, predestination.
and the immacuwe conception ue some of the topics of conttoveny
of the period. Richard Ritzralph, Uthred of Boldon, Adam Easton. and
Thomas Brunton are some of the personalities involved in these controversies. The third part of the book deals with the religious literature
of the period. Richard Fiuralph, Uthred of Boldon, Ad:am Easton, and
moral treatises in the vernacular, and English mystical literature of the
14th century are described. Incidentally, on page 178, three lines ftom the
bottom of the page, Uthred is named the author of the D•/tmsori••;
it should be, of course, Easton.
Boch and
Moorman ue thorough scholan, working with primary
Pantin
sourca. Both books add much to an underscanding of the English Church
in the Middle Ages. Pantin, especially, sucsses the cont.inuity of the 14th
with the 13th century. Both Pantin and Moorman show the relationships
betwcco the social, political, and eco.nomic movements of the period and
the religious life. Moorman lays more suess on the workaday life of the
clergy: Pantin stresses the intellectual ferment of the period. A study of
both of these works will add to a better appreci:nion of the problems
of another age.
CARL S. MBYBR.
IUlUta

'l'IUIBI.Af LOBHB Al.S UTURG UND UTURGIKBR. By Hans
Kressel. Neuendettelsau: Freimund-Verlag, 1952. 267 pages. Cloth.

DM 9,60.
Lilttr,i• #WMl11Ji#111 flit•• ••Inn•• - these words of Lobe are the theme

of dm second volume in the author's trilogy on the practical theology
of the great nineteenth-century Bavarian church and writer. From the
carefully documented pages before us we receive a dear picture.of a very
human cleric who possessed an •nim• n•l11r11/i1.,. li1Mr1iu ( p. 13 ) , which
never lost the impression made in childhood by the weekly choral Eucharist
(with /r•qttfflli• dm,or11m) in the parish church of fiinb; a deeply
pious parish pastor who recommended '"'•"'"' and plain chant to othen,
but who never
chant dared to
the liturgy because of his "remarbble
uncertainty in hitting the right note" (p. 23); a liturgical scholar;
a colonizer who rejoiced in the enthusiasm with which his American
settlements, such as St. Lawrence's Church in Frankenmuth, received his
service book: a pastor who realized that worship is the focal point of the
life of the church and of the individual parish, while frankly conceding
that "the church remains what she is even without a liturgy" and that
"pure docuine" is more important than "magnificent services" (p. 56) i
a persuaded denominatioaali.u who stressed the inevitably confessional
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cbuaaer of Lutheran liturgia; an ecumenical personality who possased
a perceptive im.ight inco the glories of the Eastern liturgies;
im.isted
a consciously
Lutheran
ucramental
who
upon the essential Catholicity of the
Lutheran Church; a practical church
rightly
designer
wanted
who
1D put
the font in the a:arthex and who saw the dc:sirabilily of a confessional
in the nave for the pr.aaice of private confession and individual absolution;
11 puamentologist who was finally buried in the vestment that he was never
wed
to wear in life, a (red-embroidered) surplice ( p. 111 and a. 84);
and an independent thinker who vigorously defended the celebrant's
Lutheran'"good
right to self-Communion" (p. 143), even ro the point
of being willing to be deposed for it (p. 145), who baptized on ocasioa
by the mode of immersion, and who wanted ro make the qualification
for admission to the Holy Euchuist in the case of children not age but
possession of the ""minimum measure of understanding that is absolutely
essential to
(p.192 f.). Kresscl is II frank admirer
of his subject, but he feels it his duty every now :ind then to uuer a pious
dissent. However, in almost every single one of the points where Kmscl
disseau from Lobe, Kresse! is resplendently wrong, and Lobe is magnificently right. The indices are good; the bibliography is excellent.
No student of Lutheran liturgia who an read Germ:in should be without
this book.
ARTHUR CARL PJBPKOllN

se

THB NBW BNGLAND MIND: PROAf COLONY TO PROVINCB.
By Perry Miller. C:unbridge, M:iss.: Harva.rd University Press, 1953.
xiii and 513 pages. Ooth. $6.50.

Ia this work the author, an outstanding authority on Americ:ia Puritan-analys
of the events in New England from 1648 (the
ism, prescau an
year of the ""C:imbridge Platform"') ro 1730 (the centen:iry of the founding of Boston). It is a history of ideas, of the public thought of the
century. The
in the title, to quote the author"s definition,
said and
means "what wu
done publicly."
The covenant idea, federal theology, looms large in the ""mind" of New
England. The Church Covenant was not the same u the Covenant of
Grace. 'The Covenant of Grace is doathed Church-Covenant
with
in
a Political visible Church-way" (p. 70), a Puritan :ixiom stated. The
Covenant of Redemption wu regarded as prelimin:iry to the Covenant
of Grace. Cotton Mather phrased the former u ""the Consultation that
Passed between God the Father and the Son, at the Council-Table of
Heaven, when there wu none present, but the Principal Secretary of
Stare, the Holy Spirit of God, who bu Revealed it" (p. 220). The
Covenant of Grace received modifications, even u Brattle Sueet revised
the idea of the Church Covenant. Stoddard
theory modified the
of the
baptismal covenant and anached the doctrine of the Church Covenant
and the Half-Way Covcaam.. The theory of the national covcnaat wu
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a part of the theology of New England. The concept of "preparation;'
lhe question of hypocrisy, the witchcraft trials, the debate about inoculation for smallpox, pietism, and the beginnings of .rationalism influenced
the dunking of New England. The jeremiad is the most important

lirerary form.
The long-lived Increase Mather (1639-1723) almost spa.ns the entire
period; Cotton Mather (1663-1728) dominates it. John Wise and
Solomon Stoddard, Edward \Vigglesworth a.nd S:unuel Willard, are only
four of the more than forty writers who are discussed by Perry Miller.
The author's acquaintance with the period is broad and deep. His insights are those of a scholar who h:is made the prima.ry sources his intimate
companions. His interpretations are the explanations of a careful thinker.
All students of Puritanism must be thoroughly acquainted with Perry
Miller's writings.
CARL S. MBYBll
DER JUNGB WESLBY ALS Hl?.IDENMISSIONAR UND 1.1.ISSIONSTHEOLOGE. By Martin Schmidt. 48 p:iges.
Paper.
DM 4,80.

This vignette of mission history by an eminent German specialist on
Wesley stresses Wesley's existential mission motive, to uve his own soul.
During his short stay in Georgia he came in contact with the Indians;
Negro missions began to interest him; he learned Spanish to do mission
work among the Jews. Wesley believed himself to be a missionary;
Schmidt maintains that this realization remains the foundation of the
Methodist movement.
CARL S. MEYER
tfA!BRICAN PHILOSOPHY. Edited by Ralph B. Winn. New York:
Philosophical Library, 1955. xviii and 318 pages. Ooth. $6.00.

Professor Winn's book is well conceived, carefully org:r.nized, and
authoriwively written. After an introduction in which the editor considers survey-fashion the p:ist role of philosophy in American affairs, his
sixteen contributors take over. First they discuss the fields and problems
of American philosophy- philosophy of science, axiology, a.esthctia,
ethics,
logic, metaphysia, a.ad philosophy of religion. Next
semantia,
they canvass the "sources and choices": transcendenta.lism, idealism, Thomism, personalism, pragmatism, humanism, logical positivism, realism,
naturalism, and Oriental philosophy in America. Then the editor takes
over again with summary biographies and appreciations of twenty-five
American philosophers, with very brief illustrative quotations. This is
probably the weakest section of the book. But his contributors - among
them A. Cornelius Benjamin, Vernon J. Bourke, Irving M. Copi, Ralph
Tyler Flewelling, Roy Wood Sellars, and Julius Weinberg-are a
thoroughly competent group, who generally succeed very well in being
genuinely informative within the imposed space limits.
ARTHUR. CARL PlBPKOllN
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BPICURUS AND HIS GODS. By A. J. Festugicre, muulatcd by C. W.
Chilton. Oxford:
Cloth. 9/6.

1955.

100 pages.

To praise this book would be to carry owls to Athens. FestUgicre is

well known u a brilliant interpreter of Greek religion. The Pmich
edition of the present volume was widely praised in 1945 u the IIIOR
accurate and beat-balanced concise account of Epicurean theolos, in
edsteacc. No book bas bcca produced since then to contest that claim.
This assures the present book a warm reception in its English dras.
The translation is both readable and idiomatic.
Epicurcaa religion strove for freedom from the fear of death ml
punishment in the afterlife. The school felt itself bound into a communicy
by love (t,hili11) and
respect
for its founder. It held that all other solutions
to the problem of life than its own were dangerous, wrong, and wonhJ
of opposition. All of these emphases receive their due in Festugicie's book.
The English edition
beenbas
brought up to date in bibliography and bu
the added benefit of an index. It is hardly correct, however, u the
publisher •ya, that "considerable additions" have been made. Yet the
book will be wciul to all students of Greek philosophy and the hisu>ry
of religion.
EDGAll KlUINTZ

THB NBW BIBI.B-PRO AND CON. By Willillffl Carey Taylor. New
York: Vantage Press, Inc., c. 1955. vii and 351 pages. Cloth. $3.50.

As an evaluation of the RSV this book is inadequate because of ics lack
of objective aiteria. Written by a Southern &ptist, it imists on a denominational interpretation of the Biblical text rather than a uamlatioo. "tr
th
The
what
publish
question whether the
and declare to be the Word of God" (p. 9) is made the standard of
judgment rather than the translation itself as a faithful rendering of the
meaning of the original into English. The language is often vchemeor,
at times bordering on irreverence.
W ALTBR. R. Romw
AUGUST/NUS: CONPBSSIONBS-BBKBNNTNISSB. Edited and tramlated by Joseph Bernhardt. Miiacbea:
Kosel-Verlag, 1955. 1,014

pages.
OM 28,-.
The Co•f•ssio,,s, a devotional classic, deserve to be known and read br
Christians of every persuasion. Bernhardt's biiiagual edition will help the
German world to hear the saint speak. though
dead.
Tbe Latia teXt (taken
from Labriolle's Bud~ edition) is faced by a German version. This vmioD
is good, even though the artistry of the Bishop of Hippo shines by comparison. Pew modern languages arc equal to the beauty and subtlety of
periodic Latia or Greek prose. Eighty pages of DOtca on the tat gm
aid on m,u, • ~ and refer one to modem cliscussioas 1isled
in a good bibliography.
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It is regreaable that an edition so well executed in other details should
lade a aitical apparatus to the Latin text. Bernhardt might at least have
given seleaed readings from the standard critical editions by Knoll or
Sicurella. One able to use Bernhardt's learned notes would probably also
be competent enough to want an apparaNS.
The book is well printed, on excellent paper, and small enough to be
a deYotioaal tll/lU ,,,. .,,,.
EooAB. Kllmnz

THB BIRTH OP MODBRN BDUCATION. By J. W. Ashley Smith.
Chicago: Alec R. Allenson (London: Independent Press), 1954.
329 pages. Ooth. $4.00.
This book records the Curricula of the Dissenting Academies during the
years 1660-1800. It is usual to ascribe to the dissenting academies
a large share in the development of our modern educational curriculum.
The research srudent will value this study, for it reveals what the academies
contributed to education generally by breaking new ground in subjects
taught and in educational method.
The book contains much matter not hitherto known and reflects the
theological and philosophical background of the times. The· author is
widely informed. One has no reason to suspect the reliability of his facts,
which receive very complete and careful documentation.
HARRY G. CoINER

THB CHRISTIAN AS ClTIZBN. By John C Bennett. New York:
Association Press, c. 1955. 93 pages. Ooth. $1.25.
A vewrao srudent
professor
and
of ethics seeks to explore tbe Biblical
imperatives for citizenship and to relate them to Christian societies in
all pans of the world. He distinguishes between penpective, motive, and
corrective. He suggests that "responsibility" and "participation" are current expressions for the word "obedience" to authority in the New
Testament. He evaluates current political forms in terms of their facilitating of the Christian process. (This volume is also available bound
t0gether with other srudies in the "World Christian Books" series volume,
entitled New P,ubw11,s 10 F.Ub, of which Bishop Stephen Neill is the
general editor, at $5.00.)
RIOL\RD R. CABMMBRBll

BUILDING FOR EI'BRNITY:
R~ligios
Unils i•Gr•tln,
for Uf>IJn
11. Edited by William A. Kramer. St. Louis: C.Oncordia Publishing House, 1956. 182 pages. Paper. $1.25.
TBACHBR'S MANUAL FOR "BUILDING POR EI'BRNITY." By William A. Kramer. St. Louis: C.Oncordia Publishing House, 1956.
Plastic ring binder. 142 pages. $1.2S.
These publications, prepared under the auspices of the Board for Parish
Education of The Lutheran Church -Missouri Synod, are parts of the
series of five new popular teaching to0ls for religious insuuction in
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Lurhenn elementary schools. They utilize the
teaching,
approach
unit
and inductive:
in
to the end that instruction may be mace
dures
ted, that goals may
be dearer, that teachings and memory work may
be more relevant and mc:a.n.ingful to the pupil, and that the whole lc:aming
c:xpc:ric:ncc may be more joyous and rewarding for him. Designed specifically for Lutheran elc:mc:nmry Khools, these books may serve also a
muablc: resource materials for instructors of children's confirmation clwes
and of upper-grade pupils in vacation Bible and Saturday schools. Paton
and teachers unf11miliar with the unit approach will find helpful, detailed,
and evaluative: descriptions of this method of tc:ac:hing in the "lnuoduction" of the T••cher's M•11wtJ.
·
A.G.MEllKIINS

PRI!UD AND THB CRISIS OP OUR CULTURB. By Liooc:l Trilling.
Boston: Beacon Press, 1955. 59 p:ages. aoth. $1.00.
This is the Freud Anniversary Lecture: of 1955. Literature: and Freudianism are alike in that they c:lcvate the self, and in the ongoing suuggle
with culture both speak of the authority and integrity of the self. Thus
in the crisis of our culture:, when culture: thn:atens to engulf the self, Freud
speaks of the hiolo1ietJ nature of man - as given beyond that conuibuted
by culture: and the source of man's solid stand as a separate being or self.
The essay is bound to provoke: thought. One will admire the psychological and humanistic insights
give that
II profound approach co the
understanding of man, yet at the same time one will cry out for some
application of theology to this crisis of our culture.
K. H. BllBI.MBIEI.

BOOKS RECEIVED
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